
4 Humble Choices 

Genesis 13: 1-13 

Context: Departing Egypt, Abram returns to the place between Bethel and Ai where he had built an altar to the 

Lord. Great wealth gained in Egypt forces Abram and Lot to separate as Abram demonstrates humility and 

generosity to his nephew.  

 

Money can wreck a family. I have watched children fight over their parent’s inheritance even before the funeral 

is over. I have seen husbands and wives fight over the checkbook. All of us have seen a child pout when he can’t 

have a toy he saw on television or in the store. It is all about selfishness. We don’t care who gets slighted as long as 

we get what we want. When Christians have disputes like that, the reputation of the Lord suffers. The outside world 

looks at those families and wonders why anyone would want to be a Christian. People notice the conflict and miss 

the acts of loving kindness done by Christians. One battle can keep dozens of people away from the grace of our 

loving God.  

Abram and Lot left Egypt as wealthy men. The pharaoh had given them flocks, servants and camels. When they 

returned, their success caused a new problem; “the land would not support them.” (v.6) The land simply could no 

longer handle their combined wealth. I imagine the herdsmen arguing over the choice pieces of pasture. The 

disputes become a test for Abram. Just as God had sent the famine to test Abram’s faith, this becomes a test of 

Abram’s character. How will he resolve the conflict? Will he show that he has grown in Godly character? Like all 

of us, he must deal with the problems that come with success. The great wealth has caused a rift in the family and a 

dispute that just won’t go away.  

Abram is determined to be a peacemaker. Family was obviously important to Abram and Lot was his only 

family member. He tells Lot, “Let’s not have any quarreling between you and me.”(v.8)  He could have ordered 

Lot and his herdsman to change their behavior as the senior member of the group, but he has a better idea. Instead 

of dividing the land and ordering Lot and his men to take the share he gives them, he humbly lets Lot make the 

choice of how the land will be divided. The land before them is great and there is no reason to fight. Furthermore, 

Abram has faith and trusts the Lord to bless him and take care of him no matter which piece of land he receives. A 

proud man would have divided the family for his own gain; Abram shows humility and prevents a rift in the family 

with his selfless act. 

Lot seized the opportunity and grabbed what he considered to be the better land. The text says that “Lot looked 

up and saw that the plain of the Jordan was well watered . . . like the land of Egypt.” (v.10) His heart was centered 

on wealth and the prospect of a better life. In his eyes, the valley looked like the Nile valley of Egypt that he had 

left behind. It was fertile and near the cities of the plain where he might experience some of the pleasures that he 

had left behind in Egypt. Abraham had moved Lot out of Egypt, but could not take the Egypt out of Lot. Lot would 

move near Sodom and later move into Sodom. He seized what he wanted and saw it as the better choice, but it was 

a choice that would later destroy him.  

Abram thinks of the family, but Lot thinks of himself. When anyone thinks like Lot, it leaves everyone broken. 

Lawsuits are threatened and relationships are damaged for a long time. The miracle of our Lord is that it takes just 

one person, like Abram, to live humbly and diffuse the situation. Such humility comes as we trust the Lord to take 

care of us and do not try to gain the upper hand for ourselves. Such humility builds family relationships that money 

can’t buy. Such trust also gives the Lord a chance to direct our future. As Lot made his choices, he began down the 

path of destruction. As Abram left the choice up to God, he continued on a path of blessing.  

What if we change the future of that family fighting over their parent’s inheritance? Instead of fighting, a few 

members of the family are willing to give others a choice and take whatever is left. All of the members of the 

family would get some of what they wanted, but the Lord could direct events so that each person got what they 

really needed. The family would have greater wealth because little would be lost to lawsuits. Family unity would be 

preserved and the others would be amazed at the love shown by this Christian family. God would be honored and 

the family would be stronger. Godly humility can change the future.  

 

 Who have you quarreled with recently?  If you could ask God to change one thing in that relationship, what 

would it be?  

 


